
SATURDAY MORNING—January 27, 9 am-Noon 

THREE HOUR CLASSES 

____ Conquering the Many Forms of the Kitchener Stitch  Meet the Kitchener stitch head on and overcome your fear, 

whether it’s used on stockinette stitch, reverse stockinette stitch, garter stitch, or ribbing. Through working samples and learning 
tips, you’ll laugh in the face of this too-often dreaded grafting stitch. Level: Advanced Beginner. Instructor: Ann Budd 

____ Brioche Cowl with Cable   Come ready to blow your mind open with this cowl technique! Learn basic 2 color brioche 

knitting then turn up the heat by adding a cable. Tips for fix mistakes are included. Level: Advanced.  Instructor: Cindy Craig 

____ Reversible Garterlac Boot Cuffs  Learn Garterlac in the round. Garterlac is like entrelac but uses the garter stitch, 

making the cuffs completely reversible. Wear turned up or turned down over the top of a boot.  Learn a basic garterlac starting 
triangle, and the rectangles needed to complete the project.  Intermediate knitters should be able to complete one cuff during the 
class.  Level: Intermediate.  Instructor: Kim Dominic.  

CLASS DESCRIPTIONS 

SATURDAY AFTERNOON—January 28, 1:30-4:30 pm 

THREE HOUR CLASSES 

____ Shadow Knitting  Variously called “Japanese fine knitting” and “optical knitting, “shadow knitting” is the term introduced 

by Vivian Høxbro to describe a technique in which purl ridges define a pattern on a two-color striped stockinette-stitch background. 
The right-side ridges cast a “shadow” pattern that comes and goes depending on the angle at which it is observed. When viewed 
straight on, the fabric resembles simple two-row stripes. When viewed at an angle, the garter ridges predominate and a different 
pattern is visible. Learn this ingenious technique by knitting a swatch with a heart motif. Level: Advanced Beginner (must be able to 
read charts.)  Instructor:  Ann Budd 

____ Knitting HEARTS Crochet  A little crochet can add a lot to your knitting; beautiful edges, contrasting connectors, deco-

rative pins. Both those new to crochet and those with some experience will learn many ways to use crochet to enhance your knit-
ting. Level: All levels of crocheters welcome. Instructors: Deb Connor & Nirmal Kaur Khalsa 

____ Valentine Heart Cowl  Learn how to do stranded colorwork using two hands to make this festive Valentine Heart Cowl. 

The heart motifs are subtle, so this cowl can be worn all winter. The Latvian Braid edging adds a beautiful finish.  Level:  Advanced.  
Instructor: Jessica Kerrigan  

SUNDAY MORNING—January 29, 9 am-Noon 

THREE HOUR CLASSES 

____ Knitting Steeks and Inserting Zippers  Learn how to add steeks so two- (or more) color patterns that are worked 

in rounds can be cut open—typically for a front opening, armholes, and neckline of a sweater. In this class, you’ll knit a coffee clutch 
with a two-color pattern and steek stitches, then cut the steek open and finish the cut edge with a colorful zipper (purchased in 
class.) Level: Advanced Beginner (must be able to work on double pointed needles.  Instructor: Ann Budd  

_____ Knitted Wire/Bead Bracelet  Description: Learn the techniques for knitt ing w ith w ire and beads.  You will 

make a beautiful bracelet.  Level: Advanced Beginner. Instructor: Lynn Haffner 

ONE HOUR-ONE SKILL CLASSES 

____ Knitting Continental—9-9:55 am  This style of knitting is much like crochet in that you hold the yarn in your left 

hand—the opposite hand of your working needle, but closer to your actual work. One puts the needle through the next stitch, then 
uses it to pick the yarn through. There is more economy of movement, which can result in increasing your knitting speed. Level: 
Advanced Beginner.  Instructor: Joan Daniels 

 

____ Tunisian Entrelac Crochet—10-1055 am Get started on a cowl, scarf or shawl in a traditional Entrelac pattern. 

Those who are new to Tunisian crochet can start a scarf.  For the Advanced Beginner in Tunisian technique, a cowl in Tunisian Sim-
ple Stitch is suggested. And for the more experienced, a lacy pattern shawl can be started. 

Level: Advanced Beginner-Intermediate  Instructor:  Nirmal Kaur Khalsa 

 

____ German Short Rows—11-11:55 pm  German Short Rows can be a handy substitute for any projects that call for the 

Wrap & Turn technique, just by learning one little trick. They are easier to do and see and provide a polished look to your finished 

Place a check in front of the classes you wish to attend and then complete the form on the reverse side.  Class sessions are:  

$60 for three hour class and $20 for ONE HOUR-ONE SKILL classes  Instructor bios may be found online at the Studio website.  
Please purchase supplies—Supply List is online at Studio website and at the Studio—before arriving at the Retreat. 



STUDIO RETREAT 2017 REGISTRATION 

Please complete all information and print clearly.  An E-mail address is required in order 
to receive confirmations and updated information closer to the event.   

Name:____________________________________________________________ 

 

Roommate: ___________________________ Check here if arriving Thursday ___ 
  (optional) 

 

Best phone # to contact you during daytime hours:_________________________ 

 

Email Address: _____________________________________________________ 

   Please note: All Retreat communication will be sent via e-mail. 

 

Address:  __________________________________________________________ 

  Street   City  State  Zip 

 

Emergency Contact:__________________________________________________ 

   Name   Phone number  Relationship 

 

 

 

Dietary Restrictions/Requests: 

 __________________________________________________________________ 

CALCULATE FEE 

 

Retreat Weekend package $225       $ ___225______   

 

Plus # of 3 hour class sessions ______ X $60  =                              ______________ 

 

Plus # of 1 hour class sessions ______ X $20   =                        +______________ 

       

      TOTAL OWED            =______________             
       

Total amount due @ time of registration.  FINAL registration deadline is January 14, 2017.  
Refunds are available up to 1/14/2017 minus $20 handling fee.  No refunds after January 14, 
2017. Please make check out to:  The Studio Knitting & Needlepoint and enclose with registra-
tion. Mail to 9555 Nall, Overland Park, KS 66207 or bring it to the store. Or register online at 
http://www.thestudiokc.com/  You may also pay by credit card (below.)   

To pay by credit card: 

Credit Card Number: ________________________________________________ 

 

Exp. Date: ___________________________ Zip Code_____________________ 

  

Signature: ________________________________________________________ 

   Please Print Name as it appears on card  


